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mind·ful·ness

ˈmīn(d)f(ə)lnəs/

noun

noun: mindfulness


1. the quality or state of being conscious 
or aware of something.


2. a mental state achieved by focusing 
one's awareness on the present moment, 
while calmly acknowledging and accepting 
one's feelings, thoughts, and bodily 
sensations, used as a therapeutic 
technique.





“The wisdom of life consists in the 
elimination of the non-essentials.” 


                              -Lin Yutang





!  

“Why is the NOW the most 
precious thing?  Firstly, because it 
is the only thing.  It’s all there is.  
The eternal present is the space 
within which your whole life 
unfolds, the one factor that 
remains constant.  Life is now.  
There was never a time when your 
life was not now, nor will be.”  


                        -Eckhart Tolle

AWARENESS   





“Trauma is much more than a 
story about something that 
happened long ago.  The 

emotions and physical 
sensations that were imprinted 

during the trauma are 
experienced not as memories 

but as disruptive physical 
reactions in the present.”


 

-Bessel van Der Kolk


PAST UNRESOLVED TRAUMA 
CAN INTERFERE WITH THE NOW 



PrefrontalLimbic





The purpose of practicing mindfulness is to 
strengthen the prefrontal part of the brains 
capacity to manage the limbic regions of the 
brain in a positive way.



Bare Attention 
  

80% negative 

95% are repetitive  

85% of what we worry about never 
happens 

97% of our worries are baseless 

Leahy, 2005, Study of Cornell University



“Simple can be harder than complex:  You 
have to work hard to get your thinking clean 
to make it simple.  But it’s worth it in the end 
because once you get there, you can move 
mountains.”  


-Steve Jobs



LEARNING TO CO-EXIST IN A POSITIVE WAY WITH NEGATIVE THOUGHTS AND EMOTIONS



BOX BREATHING
CONNECTING TO THE PRESENT 



•Easiest way to 
connect with the 
present moment is 
through the breath 

BOX BREATHING 





LIFE IS A MATTER OF ATTENTION

“The quality of awareness or 
attention determines the nature 
of consciousness that arises and 
thus the action that takes place.  
The only willful choice one has is 
the quality of attention one gives 

to a (breath) thought at any 
moment. The strain of attention 
is the fundamental act of will.”  

-Dr. Jeffery Schwartz 





HACKING FLOW



“EVERY TIME YOU TRY TO STAND UP, YOU’RE LOOKING DOWN.  THE 
NEXT TIME YOU STAND UP, LIFT YOUR HEAD UP, LOOK TO THE HORIZON 

AND POINT WHERE YOU WANT TO GO.” 





SOMATIC RELEASE   

“Imprints of the past can be 
transformed by having physical 

experiences that directly contradict the 
helplessness, rage and collapse that 
are part of the trauma and thereby 

regaining self-mastery.”  

- Bessel Van der Kolk 



“Between stimulus and 
response there is a space. 
In that space is our power 
to choose our response. In 

our response lies our 
growth and freedom.” 

 – Viktor Frankl



“I hit solid with an accelerated bat head.” 
Mantra used by Alex Rodriguez 



“I visualize to the point that I know exactly what I 
want to do: dive, glide, stroke, flip, reach the wall, 
hit the split time to the hundredth.”   
                                                         -Michael Phelps 





 “Experience has helped me accept as bedrock 
reality that at every stage of our life we seek 

intimacy as urgently as we seek food and drink…
This universal human need is so powerful that we 
are vulnerable to deception.  Loneliness brings a 
desperation that makes us willing to see almost 

anyone as desirable, almost any situation as 
endurable, if it holds our the promise of intimacy.  

Sadly there are many who would exploit those 
needs.” -Victor L. Brown Jr.  










